Experime nts we re performed on a remote, multiple access co mpute r to retri e ve bibliogra phi c it e ms based on cita ti on data. The c itati o ns we re from so me 25,000 physics pape rs. Estimates we re mad e of the re le van ce of bibliographies de rive d from s uc h c ita tio ns. So me extrapo lati ons a re made to future syste ms with remote multiple access capability.
Introduction
Th e use of citation indexing for informati on retri eval is in creasingly arousing the inte res t of the scientifi c co mmunity. It the refore see ms appropriate to doc ument som e of the ex perience which th e authors hav e gain ed with this tool.
A main purpose of th e ex perim e nts reported here was to de termine whether a citation index can be used effectiv el y by re mote access to a co mputer·stored file, and how this process compares with co nve ntional use in a library. A computer-stored citation ind ex has some obvious adva ntages; it see med important to find out whether it involved any unforeseen diffi c ulti es or, for that matter , any un expected benefits.
We s hall first di sc uss citation indexes in ge ner a l, their c ha rac teri s ti cs and the use that is made of th e m. This will e nabl e us to appreciate th e built-in advantages of a mechaniz ed ind ex. W e s hall th e n des cribe a numb er of experiments which we have co ndu c ted , and fin ally e num er ate a few co nclu s ions whi c h can be drawn from th em . Th ese ex periments had th e s pecial fe ature of using the co mputer remotely; it is this c haracteris ti c which distin gui shes th e m fro m e arli e r trials of mechanized c itation indexing [1, 2).1 R e mote access to computers [3] is made attrac tive by two kinds of con sidera tions, which in the literature are not always clearly distingui s he d, alt hough the y differ widely in their effects on the design and economics of the computer sys tem. In one class of cases, long-di stance access to a compute r is desirable becau se the compute r stores a unique information file (or program). The altern ative of s toring a copy of the file in a locally used computer may be impractical because of frequent need for updating or revi sion, or may be un economical because the file is so large and/or so infrequently used that the cost of computer storage exceeds the cost of long-distance com· muni cation. In another class of cases, the desire for man· machine interaction is the controlling consideration. To match the s peed of humans and machine calls for time-sharing, usually among several doze n use rs (e ve n though the machine does the lion's share of the work). It is normally not prac tic al to assemble so many users in the mac hine room; but in con trast to the former use , * Wo rk o n thi s projec t wa s s upported by the Na tional Science Found ation g ra nt number GN-320. **Am e riCSl. 1l In stitut e of Physics. 335 E. 45th S treet, New York. N.Y. 100 17. I Figures in brac ke ts indi cate th e litera ture re fe re nce s al the e nd of t his pape r.
it is often possible and desirable to share the computer's time only among users in the same city, or even in the same installation, thus almost eliminating the costs of communication. In our work with citation indexing, both considerations -access to a unique file and desirability of man-machine interaction -are present.
Characteristics and Use of a Citation Index
A citation index ( [4] , and refs. cited there) is a list of documents (e.g., scientific papers) which cite (make reference to) other documents. Its main purpose is to find citations to a given paper. The index must contain at least an identification of each citing paper and similar identifications for all cited papers associated with each citing paper. The identification should be unique and unambiguous, or nearly so. There may be additional information if desired; though if there is too much of it, the file will be less economical in serving its primary purpose. The order in which the list is arranged, and the format of its items, also have a decisive effect on the economics of the operation. We shall have more to say about this later.
Figures 1 and 2 show typical entries from two citation indexes. The former is taken from the file of the Technical Information Project (TIP) at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The first line is the identification of a citing paper: in it, JOOI is a symbol arbitrarily assigned to one journal (in this case, Physical Review), the remainder of the line gives the volume and (starting) page number. This identification is obviously unique , and it is unambiguous except in the rare case where two papers start on the same page. Similarly, the block of symbols at the e nd of the entry gives the identifications of the 38 cited papers. (Journals are assigned serial numb ers lying between 1 and 999; references to papers not in one of these journals are omitted.) Additional information given in the index consists of title of the citing paper, author(s) and his (th eir) affiliation(s). There is no additional information for the cited papers. T h"-6 6 o ullC£ i{em a t one. PHYSICAL REVIEW VOLUME 150 J001 V1S0 P0429 BETWEEN THE AUGMANTED-PLANE-WAVE A~~  KORRINGA-KOHN-ROSTOKER METHODS OF BAND THEORY  JOHNSON KEITH H.  J001 VOsl P0846  J001 V092 P0603  J001 V092 Pl126  J001 V094 Pllll  J001 V10S P0108  J001 V124 P1786  J001 V124 P1797  J001 V12S P0109  J001 V128 P0082  J001 V131 P2529  J001 V139 P0760  J001 V14S POs99  J002 VOOO POOOO  J002 VOOO POOOO  J002 VOOO POOOO  J002 VOOO POOOO  J002 VOOO POOOO  J003 V086 P0337  J003 V086 P082S J019 VOt~2 P0276 J021 VOl3 P0392 J027 VOOO POOOO J027 VOOO POOOO J027 VOOO POOOO J027 VOOO POOOO J027 VOOO POOOO J384 V064 P05D J384 V066 POs45 J384 V072 P0345 papers consists of abbreviated journal title, volume and page number; the first author's name and the year of publication are given as add itional information for both citing and ci ted papers. The TIP file is stored in randomly accessible computer memory, from which figure 1 is printed out; the SCI is derived from a file on magnetic tape but is accessible to outsiders mainly in printed form. TIP is arranged by journal, volume and starting page of citing papers: SCI is arranged by year of citing paper,2 and within each year alphabetically by name of first author of cited paper. In TIP, each citing paper is followed by its cited papers. SCI, on the other hand, lists each c ited paper, followed immediately by pertinent citing papers. (The Institute for Scientific Information also maintain s files in several other arrangements.) It could be argued that the term "citatiQn index" ought to be reserved for the latter form, because unlike any other index, it responds immediately to the basic query "find citations to a given paper." We shall, however, use the term more broadly as applying to any list (suc h as the TIP index) from which this basic query can be answered without unreasonable effortLet us examine the last point more closely_ Any request for information from a file may be considered as consisting of at least two parts, of which one specifies the "search-range," i_e_, the portion of the file which is to be searched, while the other gives criteria for deciding, for each ite m in the searched portion of the file, whether the item is or is not wanted as part of the answer to the request-In manual searching these two parts are implicit in the actions of the searcher, where he looks and what he looks for. In the TIP file, where searching is done by computer, they are formalized as two computer statements ("macro-instructions"); one begins with the word SEARCH, followed by a list of journal volumes to be searched; the other begins with FIND and specifies, e_g., some cited papers; other types of "find" specifications are possibl e and often useful, such as author's name, words in title, etc. The two parts of the request look as if they played entirely different roles, but logically speaking their functions are quite symmetric. Let A be the set of all papers in the search range, B the set of all those papers in the file which satisfy the "find" specifications; to satisfy the request we have to form the intersection of the sets A and B. The request "search B, find A" would have the same result as "search A, find B. " For instance, a request to the TIP index might specify "search Phys. Rev. vol. 135, find citations to Phys. Rev. v_ 126 p. 146," the latter being a paper by J. P. Auffray on the magnetic susceptibility of the hydrogen molecule. The result would include the item shown in figure 1, since this paper is in Phys. Rev. (1001) vol. 135, and includes among its citations the one to JOOI V 126 P 146. The same request could be made to SCI in the form ~ To the t'xtent that Ihe file is ('umu la led a nd printed annually. This allnual eum ulation coi ncides parliiy bUI imperfectly with an a rrangemen t on cit in g year.
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289-9300L-68-5 "search ci tations to Auffray (phys. Rev. Vol. 126, p. 146), find citing papers in Phys. Rev. vol. 135." Which of the two forms (or of other possible forms) is chosen will depend on the organization of the file. In TIP all citing papers from one journal volume are stored contiguously; therefore the search requests are composed of specific journal volumes. In SCI all cited papers of one author are listed in sequence. The latter arrangement is more economical when, e.g., searching for all citations to one given paper, regardless of time; the former is advantageous in requesting, e.g., all papers in the most recent literature citing one of a list of papers, or in limiting the search to journals from certain coun tries, or journals specializing in certain fields.
Types of Requests
In order to appreciate the requirements to be met by a citation index, one should first visualize the modes of consulting it and the reasons for them. For our purposes, the main distinctions will be whether the index is consulted only once for each question or periodically for the same questions; whether questions are asked singly, in batches, or in sequence; what is the time period within which the desired citations should have appeared; and what are the boundaries of the field of knowledge spanned by the citations.
One frequent reason for consulting a citation index will be a scientist's need to obtain the most recent answer to a specific question, when this answer is being revised from time to time. For instance, he may wish to get the latest value for the atomic weight of some element. He knows that this was measured some years ago, and he suspects that it may have been revised since. He e nters the index with the latest publication on this subject known to him -perhaps 5 or 10 years old -in the hope that the publication of a subsequent revision would reference the previous result. In such a case th e question is asked only once and is a single question (though it may be co mbined into a batch with other similar questions); the field of knowledge is quite narrow; the time interval of interest extends from the previous paper to the present, with em phasis on the most rece nt literature. If the scientist continues to work on the same element, he may consult the index periodically with the same question , in which case the time interval of interest runs only from the previous consultation to the present. An organization devoted to up-to-date knowledge of such information, say a data center, may have batches of similar questions, asked periodically, and covering a broad field of knowledge.
A very different problem is that of compiling a bibliography of a subject. Here the researcher may start with a few publications known to him, look up the references cited in them, use this composite list of references to enter the citation index and obtain a longer list of citing papers (which includes his original list), and iterate this procedure several times. At each step it will be desirable to co mb out those papers not sufficiently german e to the field . In this application, there is a sequence of consultations of the citation index, each dependent on the results of the previous one and on the inspection of these results by the searcher. The time interval of interest extends over the entire period spanned by the index. There is no s pecial premium on the most recent literature, but it is essential that the period covered be long enough; at least, say, five years, preferably longer. The field of knowledge covered by the index must be at least a little broader than that whi c h is to be spanned by the bibliography, and it is important that this field be covered as completely as possible, including relatively obscure sources.
These two e xamples will suffice for our argument. There are other important applications of citation ind exes-current awareness programs, patent searches, finding reviews of, or corrections to, a given paper, bibliographic co upling, etc. They merely con firm the conclusion that a citation index, to satisfy all major classes of users, must have the following properties: (a) It must cover a continuous time period of at least five years for citing papers. (b) It must be reasonably up-to-date . (c) It must cover its intended field of knowledge as completely as possible, including obscure sources in the field itself and sources in tangential fields which are apt to cite, or be cited in, papers in the principal field itself. Point (b) requires that there be frequent additions to the index. It is likely that point (c) will require the sa me thing since it may be difficult to achieve the needed coverage except in successive approximations. Points (a) and (c) imply that the index has to be oflarge volume; a small incomplete or hort·ran ge index has disproporti onately small usefulness. The size of the index makes the process of in corporating frequent additions more difficult.
The reason for desiring a coverage of five years is that experience has shown that most citations to a given paper corne within five years of its appearance; thereafter the frequen cy of citation falls off. Thus, with a coverage of less than five contiguous years we are likely to lose some valid retrieval c lues.
Whil e neither the SCI nor th e TIP index satisfy these requirements completely, both are close e nough to make extrapolation of our results to a hypothetical index with completely adequate coverage permissible . The TIP index begins in 1963 for most of its journals and is thus approaching the five·year condition. Indeed , some older volumes are on magnetic tape but are not in computer memory , because of limitations of memory capaci ty. In SCI the lack of th e years 1962 and 1963 may tend to blur the picture ; the years 1961 and 1964 ff. are covered. Both indexes seem to be " reasonably" up to date ; our experim ents did not involve this feature. What time lag exists in SCI is perhaps the unavoidabl e minimum for manual updating; with TIP a speed-up in updatin g should be possible . Coverage of the field is distin ctly bette r for SCI than for TIP; but it is not nearl y complete for either, while on the other hand the most frequently read periodicals are covered by both.
Advantages of a Mechanized Index
The largest citati on ind ex in th e physical sciences is the one being co mpiled by the In s titute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia. It takes 8000 pages to cover the year 1965 alone, yet thi s 8000 page coverage of 1600 journals in all scientific areas does not includ e th e titles of all journals being published. (The sizes of the journals included in these 1600, howe ver, are s uc h that a mu c h high er proportion of th e total number of ite ms publishe d is included in thi s coverage than the number of journal titles per se might imply.) Such cove rage will be satisfactory for some purposes, e.g., for a c urrent awareness program, while it would probably be inadequate, e.g., for efforts to keep track of the world literature on a special s ubj ect.
Let us, howeve r, assume that we are satisfi ed with this coverage as regards subject matter, and co nsider th e problem of co verage in tim e. The index co nsists of separate quarterly volumes and c umulati ve annual volumes for 1961, 1964, 1965, and 1966 . A similar index is to be compiled for succeeding years. Thus it will normally be necessary to look for eac h desired ite m in all the c umulative annual indexes, and separately in each quarterly supplemen t whi c h has appeared since the last annual index-a total of perhaps 4-7 places . Yet, to issue suppleme nts quarterly is hardly enough; it be c urren tl y up-to-date the su pplements would have to be issued at least monthly , if not weekly. This would increase the number of places in whic h one must look for each item, or els e cumulativ e indexes have to be issued more frequently. But a cu mulative index providing th e subject coverage of lSI and co vering five years will fill about a foot of shelf s pace. How frequently s hould thi s much paper be thrown out and reprinted, mailed, accessioned by librarians, and physically re placed on bookshelves?
Furthermore, consider the effort of looking up an ite m in a ust which covers a whole bookshelf. In th e com pilation of a bibliograph y, quoted above as example, a number of items have to be looked up initially. Each may be followed by several citations which have to be manually copied, examined, th eir refere nces looked up, etc. All this is made prohibitively clumsy and time-consuming by the s ize of the index.
One might trunk of working with smaller indexes by having a large number of specialized indexes, each co veri ng a certain subfield. This could work up to a point, but as specializations are made narrower, the number of citations leading from one subfield into another increases, making it necessary to loo k up each item in several indexes.
All the se difficulties are remedied if the index is not presented in printed form but as a computer-readable record.
First, the problem of having too many supplements or having to update the master index too frequently is easily overcome in either of two ways. A computer can search several files (master and several supplements) simultaneously and use hardly more effort than in searching a single file; and it can merge the several files and produce a new updated master file , while performing one of its regular search routines, and expend hardly any additional time or effort in the process. Thus, the master file can be kept essentially up-to-date at all tim es; the only information items not yet incorporated into the file are those which have been acquired since the last consultation of the file, and these will be incorporated simultaneously with the next consultation.
Second, completeness of coverage is more easily approached. It is likely that the coverage of the index will have to be gradually broadened and intensified; it would be undesirable to withhold use of the index until citations from the entire desired literature have been recorded. Thus, the gradual attainment of adequate coverage will involve repeated additions to the file. In a mechanized file these can be handled easily as above.
Third, and above all, the considerable effort of manually copying relevant references out of a printed index is avoided. The computer not only finds the desired references but provides a typewritten list of authors, titles, journals, etc. Especially in the repeated back-and-forth process involved in compiling a bibliography, this is an inestimable advantage. In addition to producing a typed list of references at eac h stage, the computer retains the same record in its memory. The searc her can inspect the typed co py, indicate to the computer which items should be deleted (a conveni ent service program needs to be available for this stage), and the computer is automatically ready for the next step. Observe that on-line interaction between the questioner and the machine is desirable in this process.
These advantages are avialable, more or less, with any computer-readable citation index, regardless of the machine which is used. In our case, further benefits accrued from the special facilities of the CTSS time-sharing system of Project MAC at MIT [5] , in which TIP is embedded. For example, there are simpl,e system in s tructions for creati ng and editing files, chec king them and correcting errors, printing in different formats. A single instruction will insert a change in every place where it applies. Temporary files can be created when the user has run out of permanently assigned memory space. Other system instructions monitor the operation, tell the user at his request how much time and storage space he has used etc. Different users communicate with each other by a programming scheme called "mail box," which alerts them to messages stored in the comp uter by one user for another; they can also, subject to an elaborate system of file protection, gain access to each other's files for data and programs. All these features were used to good advantage in our own work. There are others which, although not used by us in the present context, could be most useful in other work in citation searching. CTSS implements programming languages like COMIT which make it easy for the user to supplement the TIP instructions by programs of his own choosing for reformatting files, obtaining statistical results regarding searches, or combining citation searching with other search methods.
It might be objected that many researchers do not have easy access to computers. This problem is not as serious as it would have been a few years ago. Time sharing and remote access on large computers has passed the experimental stage and is likely to be widely available; this means that il single computer, holding the citation index in its memory, can serve a number of stations a few hundred miles away, at low cost. All th e equipment the user needs is a teletypewriter or similar terminal device.
The arrangement of the index is of great importance. In the case of a printed index, searches which do not correspond to the arrangement of the index are entirely impractical; in SCI in particular, the name of the (first) author of the ci ted paper must be known . (The publisher of SCI has a machine-readable record of th e index and could presumably perform other searches, but only at high cost.) In TIP, a variety of searches is possible, but not all are equally easy. The file is well arranged for finding (citing) papers in one or more given journals or volumes. To find all citations to a given paper, no matter wh en or where (within the coverage of TIP) they appear, is more costly but by no means prohibitive. Such a search would be made easier by an inverted file; indeed, such a file could be produced easily from the main TIP file, but at present the cost of the added storage would exceed the cost of computer time saved. It is just one of the advantages of machine-readable files that they admit different types of search questions as well as reordering of the entire file, and printing of various selections from the file in various arrangements.
The user of a printed index enjoys the benefit of seeing additional related information contiguous to the e ntry being searched. He incurs the trouble of having to copy his answers. The computer provides printed copy, but in the case of time·shared computers the user loses time while waiting for the teletype machine to print answers. Additional waiting time can occur when the computer gets too many simultaneous inquiries.
Plan of Experiments
The arguments outlined above led to the conviction that citation indexing should be done by computer if at all. A series of experiments was first planned in 1964 for the purpose of becoming familiar with this technique and judging its merits. At that time the TIP file at MIT was the only conveniently accessible citation index in computer-readable form. Being limited to physics, it seemed a logical choice for experiments to be conducted by the National Bureau of Standards.
The set of citing papers in the TIP file consists of all papers in a small selected group of physics journals, numbering about 20 in 1964 and since expanded to over 30. It includes all of the most important physics journals in the United States, and a sampling of foreign journals. In the case of Russian journals the English translation is used. For most of these journals, all volumes beginning with 1963 are included. Table 1 presents a recent li sting of the TIP " library" of citing journals.
The set of cited papers consists of most, but not all, the papers cited in the citing papers. Included are those, and only those, papers appearing in a list of about 250 journals. There is no time limit; all volumes are covered. All citing journals, of course, are among the ci ted journals, including the volumes earlier than 1963. Excluded from the list of cited papers are all references to journals other than the 250 or so "cited journals" as well as all references to the non periodical literature.
In addition to the file itself, TIP offers a computer program for retrieving information from the file. The file and the program are part of the CTSS time-sharing system at Project MAC [5] . The program can retrieve items according to several criteria, such as papers by a given author, papers containing certain expressions in their title; the two criteria most important for our purposes are (a) finding citations to a given paper, (b) finding papers which have at least one citation in common with a given paper. We had initially planned to concentrate on experiments with (b); gradually we had to recognize the need for conducting a large part of the investigation by means of (a). Obviously (b), which is known as "bibliographic coupling" or "share bibliography" searching, is a special case of (a); a request of type (b) can be executed by finding all citations in the given paper and then finding citations to any of them. In (a) the given paper must be in one of the 250 "cited journals," in (b) it must be in the "library," i.e., it must be in one of the 30 "citing journals" since 1963.
In the spring of 1964 we began by enlisting the participation of a number of physicists at the National Bureau of Standards. There were seven individuals, plus one close-knit group of several people. They represent a cross section of research in physics at the Bureau, are active in creative work and at the same time high enough in the administration so that their judgment of our experiment would carry weight. We attempted to make the least possible demands on the participants' time. Each of these persons supplied a list of hi s publications. Their size may be seen in table l. Our first intent was to attempt bibliographic coupling, i.e., search for papers which share references with those given , separately for each of the eight bibliographies.
Since at that time long·distance access to the MAC compu ter was not practical , the original plan was to have the computer runs carried out by the TIP group at MIT. After some time it became clear that this would not be feasible, and we began to look for remote access to the computer. Shortly th ereafter th e TIP file was temporarily removed from the MAC computer to allow for remodeling th e syste m. It was not unti l November of 1965 that we co uld run th e fir s t trials from remote consoles at NBS in Gaithersburg, Md. After an interruption of a fe w months these experi· ments were resumed in th e summer of 1966, and a number of trial runs have been made since then. Meanwhile our bibliographies were 11/2 years old and co ntained fe w items of 1963 or later;
ci tin g papers published before 1963. originally included in the TIP file , had been removed from the fil e. A mea nin gful searc h for s hared references was possible for only one author , whose bibliography includ ed 7 papers in 1963 and 1964 in one library journal. W e searc hed the last three years of the same journal for s hared references with o ne of these and found 20 papers. Th e author d ecided (by inspecti on of the titles and a uth ors' names) tbat a bout 13 of th e 20 would be relev ant to his field of interest -a hi gh percentage, considering that any paper was " found " if it had even one
and programming of spec ial in structio ns in CTSS outside th e TIP syste m. Nor could we obtain any good information on th e " recall ratio" i.e. , on how many of t he pote ntially relevant papers were found and how many we re mi ssed by th e search. Before we had a c hance to exte nd the searc h to all seven eligible papers and to additional journals, our access to th e co mputer was temporarily interrupted .
When we were able to resume work in the summ er of 1966, we d ecided to follow two lines of approach. One was to search systematically for citations to the eight sample bibliographies, in order to obtain co mparable data for differen t areas of physics and so me feel for the relevance of refere nces so obtained. The other was to use any handy op portunity to ex plore the degree of co mple teness of literature lists obtained through ci tation indexing, perhaps iterated , a nd bibliographi c coupling; such opport unities are infrequent and hav e to be used as they arise. A h oped-for by· product of both approaches was to gain experience with remote co mputer access.
Relevance
Some facts about the eight bibliographies of NBS authors used in thi s study are summarized in table 1. There were a total of 363 references, of which 297 were to publications in 1940 or later.
Of this latter group, 176 were to papers in the 250 "cited journals" covered by TIP. The other references were ei th er to papers in other journals or to non·journal ite ms (boo ks, reports, proceedings, e tc.). The TIP library,i.e. , the set of citing papers recorded in TIP, was searched for references to eac h of th e 8 groups of papers makin g up this li st of 176. At the time of these searc hes the TIP library covered about 25 journals mostly fo r the years 1963-1965, in some cases also part of 1966.
As might be expected, the results vary greatly from auth or to author. The TIP library consists mostly of journals heavily oriented toward modern field s of ph ysics, suc h as nucle ar and solid state physics. This is one reason for the relatively high number of citations to the papers of authors B, C, E, and H . Other factors come into the picture too. The abse nce of citations to papers by author F reo fle cts not only the fact that his fields of interest are not well covered by the TIP library, but also the fact that they are older than the ot hers ; 7 of the 11 papers date from before 1950. It is known from other studies of citation indexing that most citations co me in the first five years afte r the appearance of the ci ted paper.
The purpose of this group of searches was to judge the relevance of literature obtained by citation indexing. No precise res ults could be expec ted , be cause th e concept of relevance is so vague. Thus there see med to be no need to spend great effort in determining the degree of relevance of retrieved papers, especially in view of our desire to minimize the inco nvenien ce to parti cipatin g authors. These authors were merely shown th e retrie ved lists (titles and authors of citing papers) and were asked for a quick judgment of whether the se papers were pertine nt to their field of interest. The answer was affirmative in a large majority of cases, as indicated in the last column of table 2. Uncertainties arose rarely from inability to judge the conte nt of a re trieved paper on the basi s of its title and author(s) alone; they arose com monly from judgme nts like " moderately inte resting" or "slightly interesting" and from the lack of consis tency among the judging authors in usin g such terms.
The retrieved references include some pape rs by the cited authors themselves, in cases where they publish in one of the 25 journals of the TIP library and reference their own earlier papers. This is not a major factor; the re is only one such paper by author B, 4 by author C , 3 by D and 6 by th e group of authors re presented b y H (including, of co urse, mutual references of these authors to each other). Since all authors are affiliated with the National Bureau of Standards, it may be remarked parenthetically that th e NBS Journal of Research is not among the 250 "cited journals" of TIP ;
thu s all papers published by the authors in that journal had to be omitted from th e stud y. Another c uriosity concerns one paper retrieved among the refere nces to auth or A, which the author judged totally irrelevant; a follow-up showed that the paper made reference, not to a paper by author A, but to another paper starting on the same page in the Physical Review as one of author A's papers. Such papers are indistinguishable in the TIP system if they occur only as cited papers; this is only a minor annoyance here, since it causes only a small number of false drops ; it would be more serio us III an index including letters to the editor and other short items.
. Completeness
It is quite difficult to determine how completely a procedure -for instance a particular request to a citation index -recalls all of the desired literature. 3 The difficulty lies in finding a control procedure which can be relied upon to produce complete recall. Usually a painstaking literature search by a subject matter specialist is the only method. We availed ourselves of a few opportunities in whic h such searches had been made or in which we could persuade a scientist to make them. In some cases it turned out after the fact that, for some reason or other, no valid infere nces could be drawn; we shall nevertheless mention in the following even these unsuccessful attempts.
(a) In our firs t trial we were hoping, while exami ning recall, also to explore the usefulness of citation indexing for data retrieval-the primary problem whi c h has caused us at NBS to take an interest in this s ubj ect. We chose NBS Circular 500, "Selected Values of C h emical Thermodynamic Properties," first published in 1952 and now coming out in a new edition ; more specifically we selected the sections dealing with the elements Si, Ge , Sn, Pb, Ga, In , Tl (and their compounds with those elements preceding them in the standard order of arrangement). Th e first edition contains an extensive bibliography for each of these seven groups. It was our plan to look for citations to items in thi s older bibliography, and compare the list so obtained with the list of recent publications ac tually used by the compilers of Circular 500 in the new edition.
In the first edition of Circular 500, there were about 270 references in the seven sections included in our study, but only 123 of them were to the 250 "cited journals" of TIP; the others were references either to the nonperiodical literature, or to journals not included in the TIP list of cited journals. We then searched the e ntire TIP file of 25 citing journals for papers citing any of :! Th e te rm Hrecall rati o" is commonl y u sed fOl" th e ratiu be t ween t h e number ofilcms retrieved by the tested procedure to th e total num ber of ite m s that one would wish tu retrieve. This is in co ntradi st in c tion to the "relevance ratio " diocussed in the preceding sec tion . these 123 papers. (This required some maneuvering with tapes and specially created files; the TIP System does not easily accommodate searches through many journals for finding references to many diffe rent papers, for customers having only a small amount of computer storage allotted for their use.) In the end, somewhat to our surprise, we found only six such references. In retrospect the reason for this disappointing result seems to be that the subject of Circular 500 -thermodynamic properties of materials -is not usually represented in the citing journals covered by TIP. The latter focus on the mainstream of modern physics. Recent papers on the more classical subjects, such as thermodynamics, would have to be looked for in a different set of journals.
(b) We then turned our attention to a field which is strongly represented in TIP, nuclear physics. From a nuclear physicist at NBS ("author J") we obtained five "fundamental references" on the subject of neutron scattering. Searching the entire TIP library for papers citing one of the five basic ones, we obtained 93 papers. By inspecting the titles and authors' names of the referenced papers, author J concluded that all but about 15 were relevant. To keep further work within manageable limits, he selected 16 out of the 78 relevant papers; these pertain to a narrower subject, broadening of neutron reso· nance lines. With these we searched for papers with shared references, limiting the search to five Soviet journals (a total of 15 volumes). This resulted in a list of 80 papers.
As was to be expected, a majority of them were not relevant; our aim was to get high recall, e ve n at the expense of high admixture of irrelevant papers.
To test the completeness of recall, author J kindly examined two of the 15 volumes searched, namely, volumes 18 and 20 of the English translation of Soviet Physics-Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Physics (JETP). Of the 80 papers found in the TIP search, 22 were in these vol· urnes , including nine relevant, one marginal, 12 not relevant to the topic (broadening of resonance lines). By looking only at the Tables of Contents of the two volumes (i.e. , authors and title s), author J s potted 19 potentially relevant papers. Closer examination of the papers themselves showed that six of the 19 were not relevant and three were marginal, leaving only 10 clearly relevant. That is to say, the precision of a human search using authors and titles only was in this instance not much better that of the TIP search. Even more surprising was the low degree of overlap between the two searches. Only six papers appeared in both searches; five of these were relevant ones; one was irrelevant, despite the fact that its title had looked pertinent and that it had one citation in common with each of two previously found papers in the field. The following table summarizes the result. Not only was the relevance ratio of author J not nuc h bette r than that of the TIP search, but his recall ratio was not much better; he missed four relevant and one marginal paper found by TIP, while TIP mis sed five relevant and three marginal papers found by author J. It is true that the omissions of a uthor J were not e ntirely due to misleading titles, but were in part caused by the rapidity of scanning the Tables of Co nte nts; but it is legitimate to charge the manual search method with be i ng tiring and therefore conducive to error. (c) In section 6 we men tioned 44 papers retrieved in a search for citatio ns to the publications of a uthor B. It happens that this a uthor maintain s a bibliograph y intended to be reaso nably complete on photonuclear reactions and related phenomena. W e recognized that this bibliography co uld serve as a con trol for our purposes without requiring any great additional effort on the part of the author. To investigate how quickly we could advance toward a co mple te bibliography , we decided to continue from the 44 citing papers retrieved e arlier, by searching the library for papers which share at least one reference with one of them. This is equivalent to obtaining all papers cited by the 44, and then obtain further citations to these cited papers. (Because of minor tec hni calities three of the 44 papers were omitted from the search.) 4 The author's fil e co nsis ts almost e ntirely of papers from fiv e journals -Nuclear Physics, Physical R eview, Phys. R ev. Letters, Physics Letters, and Soviet Physics-JETP. At the time of this s tudy there were 235 s uc h papers. In addition there were 25 papers scattered amon g other journal s, and 12 non·journal ite ms . Of th e 235, only 69 were from 1963 or later, the oth ers were thus too old to be retri eved from the TIP library. Our plan was to see how co mpletely these 69 papers co uld be re trieved by a few steps of citation indexin g. Table 3 shows the results of th e search. To save time, only those volumes of the five jo urnals were searched in the TIP library whi c h co ntain ed articles on author B's list. These volumes co ntained a total of 5,845 papers, of whi c h 1,074 were " retri e ved " by the c riterion that th ey share at least one refere nce with one of 41 papers citin g author B. Most of these 1,074 were not relevant to photo nuclear reactions ; but included among them were 57 whic h were relevant, as evidenced by the fact that th ey were li sted in author B's bibliographi c file. Thus 57 out of 69 possible papers were retrieved in one st ep of bibliographic cou pling, startin g from a base of 41 papers which undoubtedly were no t an optim al base.
Havin g thus le arned that bibliographic co uplin g with these 41 papers was s uffi cien t to retrieve most papers of interes t , we applied the same search to a numb er of other journals in the TIP library; jo urnals which author B was not likely to consult because they do not emphasize nuclear phys ics. Th e results are shown in table 3b. Of th e less than 5,000 papers in the se journals , 259 sati sfi ed th e searc h criterion. Again most of them were not relevant, but author B found three papers a mong th em which were of interes t , and which had not previously come to his atten ti on . This points up one of the more promising applications of citation indexing: to search " low-yield journals" which are not likely to contain many ite ms if interest, which an author would therefore not normally look at, and select from them a manageable li st of papers which still co nt ai ns most of th e interesting ite ms.
(d) Author E, in addition to s upplying th e references lis ted in table 2 , had also giv e n us, at our request, a li st of fiv e papers by other authors, whic h he considered as characteristic of hi s field of interes t. These were :
Fluctuations in partial radiation widths of U23~1, H . E. Jackson , Phys. Rev. 134, B931. .......... .... ................. 141 , 143,149..................... A searc h of the TIP library for citations to these papers brought forth eight pape rs, includin g three in Russ ian journals_ All were judged hi ghly relevan t to the field , and the discove ry of th e Russian papers was a welco me bonus to the author , but the small volum e of th e res ult was disappointing.
(e) A physicist at th e Natio nal Bureau of Sta ndards ("author K") needed a bibliography on computation of molecular wave functions, a nd was persuaded to attempt use of the TIP file in parallel with a conventional approach. He s upplied a list of 33 authors and of the journals in whi c h they ha bitually publish-two or three for eac h a uthor , mostly, J. Chem. Phys. and J. MoL. Phys. A searc h of these journals in TIP, specifyin g the a uthors, gave 133 papers. Th e same search was performed by an assistant reading through the tables of conte nts of the journals. Comparison of the res ults showed that (1) the search in TIP mi ssed three papers, two because the a uthor's name was misspelled in the computer file and one because of a confusion on input; (2) the human assistant overlooked several papers; (3) the 133 papers produced by TIP included about 20 by authors with names sim ilar to , but not ide ntical with, those requested (usually different initials), because the input was not specific e nough. This, of course , is only a minor annoyance, less serious than omission of a desired referen ce.
We th e n search e d th e TIP record of J. Chem. Phys. and Mol. Phys. for citations to any of 129 papers found in the first step, specifically , all those of the 133 which appeared in these two journals, om ittin g only four papers from other journals. The 20 or so false drops of the first step were included beca use they had no t been di scovered at the time of this search. The result was a li st of 167 papers, of which 99 were judged relevant by author K. [4] one of the searches previously made in TIP. We caution against considering this as a comparison between SCI and TIP for completeness; a meaningful comparison for this purpose would require a far larger sample than the one used here. W e were interested in ease and convenience of the processes, and these can be judged to some exten t e ve n from a single attempt. As it turned out, however, the experiment revealed more about peculiarities of the two indexes used than about the difference between manual and machine methods in general.
The search for refere nces to author B, reported in section 6 above, started with 29 publica· tions by B and res ulted in 44 citations to them. Of these, 26 appeared in 1964. We searched manu· ally in SCI for 1964 and found 25 references to B. Of the two sets of references, 21 overlapped. SCI missed five because the citing journals Wh ys. Letters f Phys., Atom. En. Rev.). As for co nvenience, compare (1) walking to the library in adjacent build· ing, starting to search, finding an unanticipated nee d for additional information, having to walk bac k to one's office to locate it, and then once more to the library; and (2) walking down two flights of stairs to the neare st teletype, dialing the computer, finding all lines busy, repeating this a little later, and finall y deciding to run the search late at night when the computer is less in demand. Once connection is made , the computer n eeds only a few minutes of main frame time, but these are spread over 1-2 hours of real time; at the end of this time we have a neat printed list of all desired citation s, [1963] [1964] [1965] . With SCI, we qui ckly located author B in the 1964 volumes and copied 18 citations; realized that this was incomplete; remembered that SCI lists only first authors; fetched B's list of publications; located all papers where B appears as second author; noted the first author (mostly the same on all papers -call him L); located author L in the 1964 SCI; picked out, with some effort, citations to those of L's papers on which B was co-author (this requires going bac k to B's publications list each time, since B's nam e does not appear in SCI with these papers) and finally co pying seven references to these papers. After spending about 11/2 hours in the library, we now had the 1964 citations and not enough patience to repeat the process for other years.
Comparison of the two sets of citations revealed that they were completely explained by the different coverage of the two indexes, so that there appeared to be no erroneous omissions.
Conclusions for the User
What does the user ge t out of citation searches? It depends on what he has got out of other search me thods, on his field of interest, and on the purpose of his search.
A first fact which emerges from our experiments is that pape rs which cite a give n author are usually in the author's own field of work, more so than one might have expected. Papers in other fields are a small minority. Many of the papers found in these searches were already known to th e cited authors, but most authors found at least a few papers -typically perhaps 25 perce nt -whic h were new to them. Authors who keep reasonably complete bibliographies in their field s are not likely to find muc h of value in such a search; in oUT sample, author B was in this class. But an author who, like most scientists, habitually scans only a few journals in his field and otherwise relies on personal contacts for kee ping informed , is likely to find a number of references that are new to him .
The results of s uc h a searc h for citations to one author's papers are quite incomplete ; that is, there are usually many papers in the literature which are of interest to the author even though they do not cite his writings. One can obtain more co mplete coverage by an iterative process, in partic ular, by searching for papers which share references with papers in a given list. (This list may consist of the author's papers, or better, may include some or all of the references cited in his own paper.) Here the results will depend strongly on the size of the starting list; in our sample, starting with half a dozen papers gives few results, starting with about 40 gives over 80 percent coverage. This high coverage is bought at the price of a very large admixture of irrelevant papers. The author has to plow through a large number of retrieved papers to find the few that are of interest to him. Nevertheless the process is not entirely useless. Even if the retrieved papers constitute, say, 15 percent of the search range (as they do in table 3), the author's work in looking for relevant papers has been reduced by 85 percent. The method appears especially promising if applied to "low-yield" journals, i.e., those in which only a small fraction of all papers is in the author's field, and which the author would therefore normally not consult.
Both kinds of searches seem to be successful enough to be used as supplements to other methods of literature retrieval, but not good enough to be relied upon as the sole means, or even a principal means, by which scientists are kept informed . .
It is plausible that the performance of shared-reference searches could be improved by enlarging the starting list of papers and at the same time tightening the search conditions to require two or more shared references. Unfortunately it was not possible to explore this conjecture in the course of our program. In the TIP system such a search must be conducted by first searching for all s hared references and then weeding out all papers with only one shared reference, so as to retain only those with multiple shared references. This would have to be done with a large list of startin g papers, but even the 41 papers of section 7c above were almost beyond the limits of machine tin:e and memory available to us.
Sitting at a console, keying questions into it and seeing results typed out has a number of advantages which are worth listing here. We were rarely able to anticipate the volume of output generated by a question. It i~ well to feel on~'s way, search one volume at first, gradually increase the searc h range. When finding high yields in some journals, low ones in others, one can then combine-several low-yield journals into one search , subdivide a single high-yield journal into several searches. Similarly, it is economical to combine a number of questions into a single search, to save comp uter time. It is then better to store the answers and print them on a subsequent run, rather than print at once, in order to separate the answers pertaining to the different questions. But this runs into the limitation of memory available to individual users of the MAC computer, and therefore is again best done by on-line operati on , where one can stop just before having exhausted one's memory quota. After much experience, these precautions could be anticipated and incorporated into batch-processed computer runs, but many scientists are likely to use citation searc hin g only occasionally, without ever becoming expert at it.
In our experience, in one hour of time spent at the console one gets anywhere from less than 1 to 10 or 15 minutes of main frame computing time; the average might be 2 minutes. 5 The commercial value of 2 minutes on a large computer is about $20, the cost of a one-hour telephone or teletype con nection is of the same order of magnitude. We believe that the greater convenience and efficiency afforded by on-line operation is well worth the added cost.
We have already mentioned certain limitations which are peculiar to the TIP file, rather than to the method in general. The file covers some areas of physics poorly, other areas very well, but not completely. In time it covers three or four years. It omits all citations to the non-journal literature and to so me less frequently used journals. The first of these limitations was deliberately imposed because of the experimental nature of the entire TIP project. The second is due to memory limitation of the MAC compu ter. The third is caused merely by the encoding method chosenthree decimal digits to represent a journal-and could be most easily overcome.
Despite the limited file size, the time taken for searching is fairly long. The TIP manual states that one search of the entire file takes three minutes of main frame time. Since that manual was written, the file has been enlarged, so that the searc h time has become longer.
In a dozen searches which we ran in different parts of the file, the computer searched an average of 100 papers per second; the speeds ranged from 40 to 160 papers per second, with a !> These numbers s hould nol be generalized without scrutiny; they are peculiar to the time-sharing sys tem used, and especially to its scheduling algorithm. standard deviation (rms) of 40. It would probably take 5 to 6 minutes of main frame time to search through the present file for a single question , at a cost (if done commercially) of $50 to 75, plus a similar amount for phone time if done at long distance. Furthermore, we have found that almost invariably the machine time is somewhat longer than the nominal time given by the TIP manual, presumably because of some housekeeping operations. Finally, the nominal time is for single qu es tion s. It increases only slightly if a few questions are processed simultaneously, but it becomes se veral times as long for batches of 40 or 50 questions. It seems likely to us that the computer time co uld be substantially redu ced if search programs were written with this goal in mind; as is appropriate for a research project, the original search programs were written for flexibility rather th a n for eco nomy of computer time. Further time savings could undoubtedly be realized if the file were kept in several different arrangements, including one sorted on cited papers like the lSI Science Citation Index. But whether the resulting economies would offset th e increased cost of storage is a question we are unable to answer.
Some Extrapolations
In describing our experiments with the TIP system we have noted the usefulness of the CTSS remote access time sharing system in which TIP is imbedded. The usefulness of the TIP system as one for manipulating citation index data is considerably enhanced by the properties of the CTSS system. However, in a broader sense we may view the set of experiments above as a special case of a more elaborate system for manipulating scientific information, whose eventual development we may anticipate by extrapolating from our experience with the experiments described above.
It should be noted at the outset that the notion of a citation index is itself a derivative from the historical development of conventional publication media. If we are willing, however, to accept the technological fact that scientific information communication can be mediated by a remote access computer then it becomes possible to consider a whole new class of services that such a remote access computer mediated communications system can achieve. The main arguments against such services are economic in nature. As to whether or not such eventualities will actually occur-whether in the near or far future-is more a question of economics than of technological possibility.
One such possibility which we have already explored and mentioned above is the rather straightforward one of communicating conventional mail type of information. In a system such as CTSS, it is possible to compose memoranda and to mail them to other users. The other users receive a notice of the existence of such mail whenever they enter the system, usually for other computing purposes. A modest extension of this capability allows the initiative to be taken by the system to call the user and notify him of the existence of mail. A still further extension of suc h capability allows its use as a distribution system for documents like reports and others of a nature less formal than conventional publications. Such a distribution system is of course entirely under the control of the mediating computer programs. Thus the possibility of differenti-al distribution lists as a function of time and subject content become possible.
A much more important possibility is that of differential distribution of documents thro\lgh a remote computer system in which the change from one time to the next is in the contents of the doc umen ts themselves rather than in the distribution list for the documents. A document , for example, may change in time as a function of use, because of the addition of editorial corrections, or the addition of comments that may be considered the equivalent of marginal notes by readers. In certain special cases these may be allowed to update the master document. Again access to the updating fun ction to the doc um e nt itself may be co ntrolled by the author or some more complicated agency, under hi s control. The most important point to note here is that the contents of the document bfing manipulated within s uc h a system are subject to extensive change by a network of readers and potential readers whose changes are the mselv es partly under the control of the author of the document.
On the ques tion of economics of such a system the only observation worth mentioning at this point is that s uc h a system cannot achieve practicality until the number of interconnected users be comes s ufficie ntly large that the set of potential readers of doc uments may be considered to be largely in cluded within the set of users of th e system. For specialized classes of users this tech· nological possibility is perhaps economically realizable now. For general scientific documents this of co urse is not yet the case.
W e have thus far unnecessarily been assuming implicitly that the information to be communi· cated within such a remote access di s tributed network of users is like conventional documents. But even if we wish to preserve the archival function of conventional publication media we need neither preserve the passive nature of th e doc uments nor their relative immutability. Our notion of a less passive more extended docum ent might include one containing the description of procedures, like computer programs or process control procedures for example, which need not be read in a conventional sense at all but merely called by other programs and used, without the oc· curre nce of an intermediate process of reading and understanding, by some individual person. Programs in a system like the CTSS sys te m are conventionally used in just such a fashion. Most of the programs that a user invokes he never read s. In s tead he obtains some form of certification (in thi s case usually informal) as to th e validity of th e process whi ch he is using, and then proceeds without furth er in s pection of th e document at all.
Thus "quasi-docum e nts" in s uch a system are active in the sense that they directly influence subseq uent processin g of information without the intermediating process of human co ns umption of the quasi-documents. Such quasi·documents are also less immutable as a function of time. The situation can be so arran ged that when one calls upon a quasi·document for in spec tion only th e lates t version will be furnished by the sys tem. Th e c urre nt version di s tributed will be the latest one with all the c hanges up till th e point of calling of the quasi·doc um e nt from the system. Th e hi storian or others interes ted in the archives may in such a case ge nerall y get access to original documents or prior versions of s uc h a quasi-document where th e archiving function exploits the variable kinds of access in s uc h a syste m, older documents havin g bee n s uperseded by archiving them in less accessible kinds ~f storage like magnetic tape.
Since we are willing in these speculative comments to consider th e possibility of extensive modification of the usual scientifi c publication process we might also briefly consider the possibility of large ly avoiding this process altogether in certain cases. We have in mind th e possibility of allowi ng the scie ntifi c information that ordinarily results in publication to res ide implicitly in the authors of such doc uments without necessarily receiving any external form until c alled upon for use by th e system. The way thi s co uld be achieved is in a very large system with users who may be called upon , on the initiative of th e syste m, to serve its purposes of information access. Users whose interests and competence profiles are stored in such a system mi ght be addressed by the system when it needs information from those users of appropriate expertise who are in consultant mode at that moment. The "consultants" would " publish" their information when it is needed and otherwise it would not be recorded. One can imagine such a system responding rapidly to scientific information needs of the moment, with of course the con co mitant disadvantage of th e loss to the publication process of those kinds of scientific information which a nti ci pate future n eeds rather than respond to them. The solution to this problem is of course to includ e both possibilities within suc h a sys te m. But for the evanescent needs for certain kind s of scie ntific information the possibility of a remote access system being helped by consultants on line who supply information when it is needed, by the mac hin e, s hould not be entirely ignored.
Notice that s uc h a sys te m is the dual of a conventional time sharing system , which we might more profitably view as a machine information distribution sys tem, aided by people , rather than people aided by s uch a mac hine. Such a "man-aided computer" can offer some of the advantages in use of human efforts that a conventional time sharing system offers in the utilization of mac hin e capabilities. We are thus considering the more complex kinds of scheduling algorithms for people and their scientifically productive efforts, that might be possible in such a system, in whi c h access to people and their information is mediated by a computer with its elaborate sc hedulin g capa-bilities, just as now we have access to the computer mediated by that same kind of scheduling capability.
The above speculative comments have been inspired by the existence within the MAC CTSS system of nascent versions of most of these pr~posals. We have raised the issues largely because j~ most of these areas no technological limitation prevents us from exploiting these possibilities. Rather the demand by a large set of users for such capabilities at a le vel of economic feasibility is what is more likely to influe nce the ultimate existence of such capabilities , within a computer mediated scientific information sys tem. Thus if potential users can begin thinking about such possibilities the ultimate economi c realization of them can be speeded up.
